
Once the transaction is complete, scroll back up 
and click on your wallet address in the top right 
hand corner (not the profile symbol), and press 
log out. Do not forget to log out every time!

LOG OUT 10

ADD CUSTOM TOKEN, SWAP NETWORK11
Go back to your Trust Wallet, click the symbol in the 
top right hand corner. Add custom token, swap 
network to Smart Chain. Paste BashTanks token 
contract address in here. Save it. 
You’re good to go!

Before swapping, click on the gear icon. You will 
need to adjust the slippage. Set your slippage to 
1% and change the last digit of your BashTank to 
a ‘1’.
For example, if you’re buying 900,000,000 
BashTank, you would manually change it to 
900,000,001.

ADJUST THE SLIPPAGE8

INPUT BNB NUMBER7

HOW TO BUY
BABY SHARK TANK

1 DOWNLOAD TRUST WALLET
Write down your seed/recovery phrase, do NOT 
lose this (Do not screenshot it). Make sure you 
set up all security measures through settings.

Press on your Smart Chain, press ‘buy’ in the top 
right hand corner. This will take you to purchase 
through Simplex, a third party payment provider.

If you’re on an Android, go to “Dapps” at the bottom. 
Find Pancakeswap (decentralized exchange) in 
DeFi. 

Connect your Trust Wallet from the top right hand 
corner where it says “connect”. If you’re getting an 
error, you need to swap to Smart Chain (look for 
the black diamond logo which represents the 
Ethereum network, press it and swap to Smart 
Chain).

Manually input the number of BNB you want to 
use for this transaction in the “from” section.

If you’re an iPhone user you need to enable browser 
options. Pull up Safari, and put this in your address 
bar and press enter: Trust://browser_enable

Go back to your Trust Wallet, go to browser at the 
bottom, scroll to DeFi and open Pancakeswap.

BUY SMART CHAIN

CONNECT YOUR WALLET

FIND PANCAKESWAP IN DEFI
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3

IN THE “FROM” FIELD, SELECT BNB5

4

Baby Shark Tank is a smart contract on the Binance Smart Chainand can be bought
using Smart Chain.

In the “to” field, click select a currency and paste 
BashTanks token contract address (press add):

0x484312a0aaeae3ae36a74ff3e294246f35dddf4f

ADD TOKEN ADDRESS6

“SWAP”9
Click “swap”. Go through with the transaction.

@eda


